IOSA Auditor Training
Fact Sheet
As the first IATA Endorsed Training
Organization (ETO) we have successfully
conducted more than 125 IOSA Auditor
Training courses all over the world with
around 1,600 participants. Our trainers
have many years of practical experience
in IOSA and a solid academic background. All trainers are IOSA Lead Auditors.

The conceptual design is influenced
by our considerable experience as the
world’s first Audit Organization in the
IOSA market. Benefit from our comprehensive IOSA proficiency and become
an IOSA expert. We have the capacity to
offer in-house IOSA Auditor Training (IAT)
courses all over the world even on short
notice.

IOSA Auditor Training
Syllabus
- Introduction to IOSA Documenntation
- Repeated ORG ISARPs
- Audit Summary
- Information Sources
- ATM Exercises
- ATM Documented and Implemented assessments
- ATM Completing the IOSA Checklist
- Interpersonal Auditor skills
- Quality Manager Exercise ISM ORG 3.4
- ATM Not Applicable assessment updated
- ATM Suspended ISARPs AI, PCO, Multiple and OSC
- Auditing outsourced operational functions
- Interlinked ISARPs
- Safety Manager Exercise ISM ORG 3.3
- Mandatory Observations
- Auditor Actions
- Auditing SMS
- Audit process Initial Audit
- Audit process Renewal Audit
- On-site QC
- Overview of the CAR, CAR follow up
- QA, QC and IOSA registration
- Dryden Exercise

„

| Target Group

Why should people attend the course?
The aim of the course is to give participants
a deep understanding of the IOSA Audit
Program. By completing the IAT participants
have the chance to become IOSA Auditors
and therefore bring value and motivation to
improve safety in th aviation industry.

- Experienced aviation auditors
seeking an IOSA upgrade, e. g.
for working with an accredited
audit organization
- Airline internal auditors and
airline IOSA designees

| Prerequisites

What is the most valuable thing the
participants will gain?

- Sufficient aviation and audit
experience to follow and understand the course contents and
exercises

At the end of the training, participants will
know how to ‘think and apply‘ the IOSA
auditing program effectively.

| Objectives

- Stefany Trombi

Become an IOSA subject matter expert, train in IOSA auditing
techniques including the use
of the IOSA checklists as well
as interpretation of the IOSA
Standards and Recommended
Practices (ISARPs).

| Certification
Participants who pass the written exam will receive the IATA
certificate for completing the
IOSA Auditor Training course.

Frankfurt/Main, GER or
worldwide, according to
customer demand
5 days
Scan this code for
more information on
the training.

Course language: English,
other languages available
upon request

Contact us
Aviation Quality Services GmbH
Main Airport Center
Unterschweinstiege 10
60549 Frankfurt/Main
+49 (0) 69 696 81739
contact@AQS.email
http://AQS.aero

A company of Lufthansa Aviation Training

